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Embedding a video or audio enables the users to share their videos with any of their preferred sites or
any social networking platforms. They can do so by copying the embedded link of the particular video or
any of the content so that others can watch the video directly just on a click. 

If you want to show your YouTube videos to others and wish to inform them about your product and
services, then it is recommended to enable the Auto-playing feature. Auto-playing or embedded videos
don’t enhance the number of views to your videos. It only enhances the credibility in describing what you
wish to inform your YouTube audience. 

Here are the steps to let you know how you can activate the auto-play feature for your embedded
YouTube videos easily. 

Easy Methods to Use HTML Scripts for Enabling Auto-playing Feature 

First and foremost, launch the YouTube application on your preferred browser. 
Next, try to play your desired video that you wish to embed. 
After that, hit the Share tab located just beneath the title of your video. 
Now, choose the option “Embed.” This action will display you an embedded script of HTML. 
Then, apply copy operation of the HTML code and then paste it on your desired page. You will see that
the particular video has been added successfully. 
If you are using WordPress, then navigate to the “New Post.” 
Hit the Text option with default Visual option in enabled mode. 
Now, paste the code there. 
Next, add the code “?_autoplay =” just next to the Video ID. 
Once you have successfully added the code in HTML . This code will appear as “.” 
Now, update the whole page carefully. 
Next, close the expanded page to accept all the changes that you have made. 
After that, launch your Web page and make sure that the video is perfectly playing in automatic mode for
fresh users. 
In case you are unable to view all the changes clearly, then remove all the cache data and then try once
more. There might be some harmful viruses stored in the cache data. 

Visit: office.com/setup   

Also Visit For more Website: norton.com/setup  | norton.com/setup | mcafee.com/activate
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